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Blessing Others Blesses Us!
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Yes, it is always such a blessing as we are able to bless others. And stop just
a minute to think how any of this is even possible. YOU. Every single one
of you who gives of your time, energy, love, money...YOU are the only
reason this works folks! Without the vast group of faithful followers, we
would never be able to do even a fraction of what we do. Without each
and every one of you, our efforts would be so miniscule.
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Thank you - just 8 letters that make up 2 words but never seems to be
enough. It never truly says how we feel about our CF supporters. But it’s
all we know to say….so THANK YOU from the very bottom of our hearts
that you walk this journey with us and help us immensely to achieve what
we believe is a calling on our hearts. We truly want to help the families
that cancer affects so deeply and without you it would not be possible.
We have begun to gear up for the busiest time of year and we look around
to see everyone in our crew gearing up with us. Again, we are blessed.
Caleb & Jennifer Davidson,
Cancer Freeze Founders

The temp has finally dropped and here's an event worth attending!
Bring your guns and come on out to the turkey shoot! Be sure to
come hungry and fill up on our pancakes, then win some hams or
turkeys for the upcoming holidays. What a special way to help CF and
pay special tribute to a very special person as you help!
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As a result of the
Guns and Hoses
Softball Tourney, CF
was able to bless the
recipient, Lee Berry,
with a check for
$5000.00
Cancer Freeze

Terry’s Tee Off
had a total of 42
players and raised
a grand total of
$1138.52 after all
expenses were
deducted. What a great way to spend a day
and make a big difference in someone’s life!
Over $1000 worth of items were collected
and taken to the vets. Your generosity
continues to be amazing!
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P.O. Box 92
Caleb: 850-978-3726
Jennifer: 334-470-0491
www.cancerfreeze.org
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Always remember to shop atsmile.amazon.com where you can select
CANCER FREEZE as your charity and a percentage of purchased will
be donated to CF.

Caleb & Jennifer, along with
Mitchell & Maddox, say “thank you”
for joining us on this great journey!

When an ebay store owner selects CF as their charity, we get a percentage of their sales! So, if you have a store on ebay, you can opt for Cancer Freeze to be your charity and the money we receive will further
benefit cancer victims in our area.

